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CRIMINAL AN":"HROPOLOGYo 

It may bo 11;el l at the outset, in order to arrive at 

a clear understanding of the subject, to define what is 

meant by the term Criminal Anthropology.As the words 

signify,it is,of course,but one branch of the more com

prehensive science of Anthr opology,which is a study of 

the physical structure and intellectual nature of man, 

and lays under contribution all sciences which add to 

the knowledge of man;such as,sociology,Ethnology,Biol

oP's,and Psychology. Ferri defines it as 'the natural 

history of man.•rt is the scientific study of the phys

ical,psychical,and pathological peculiarities of the 

criminal population. Primarily it deals with the phys

ical and mental anomalies of criminals,but incidentally 

trenches upon t~1e field of Philosophy,where,at least in 

its most common form,it denies the freedom of the will 

anQ moral responsibility--the habitual criminal is such 

because he can be nothing else;to be a criminal is a nr 

cessit,y of his physical and mental constitution. The 

erm Criminolof.,Y has been suggested as name for the 

study o f criminals,and has found considerable favor. 
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'rhis theory he first put forth in his book,L ' Uomo 

Deliquente,'the leading work on the subject,and he yet 

maintains it in a somewha1 modified form.He was the 

founder of the Italian school , which is,in fact,almost 

the only school;and extended observations have been 

made ··1 i th this theory in view. I wish to sum up the re

sult briefly . I shall content myself with generalizations 

without attempting to give the statistics from which 

they are drawn. Not that statistics are wanting;the books 

abound in figures,but the investigations have been car

ried on by numerous observers,with varying results, so 

that it would be impossible in a short space to set them 

out in detail . There seems , however, to be a general tendency 

toward the same conclusions notwithstanding some lack of 

harmony in results . 

While a professor of mental diseases in Paris 1.om

broso secured the skull of a noted brigand,and noticed 

the presence of a large median occipital fossa in place 

of a spine , a characteristic,he says , of the superior apes 

and of primitive man . This was the key to his atavistic 

hypothesis , and spurred him on to further investigations 

in the same line,and he crune to be knmvn as the 'Doctor 

of the Steelyard.'Every part of the criminal's systemhas 
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been subjected to the most rigid examination and careful 

measurement;not a physical or mental trait which might 

constitute an anomaly has been ovr. rlooked . 

In addition to the median occipital fossa,a retreat 

ing forehead,large frontal sinuses , and great orbital ca

pacity,and small cranial capacity are said to character

ize the skull of the criminal. The latter is determined 

by outside measurements,and, according to Lombroso , is 

subject to a maximum error of lOOc . c . in about 1500, 

which may be said to be rather large for scientific pur

poses . 

Benedikt , from a study of nineteen brains of crimi

nals , claims to have discovered a defective developement 

and unusual confluence of fissures,and additional convo

lutions of the frontal lobe . He says:•That an atypical 

and defective brain can function normally is out of the 

question . ' In fifty brains of criminals Fleisch found 

none without anomalies oThe right lobe is often larger, 

and naturally a large percentage of left-handedness ac

companies this peculiarity of the criminal brain. 

Other atavistic anomalies are large projecting ears , 

deformed nose,and strongly developed lower jaw,with 

large canine-shaped teeth. nr . Ottolenghi studied the 



wrinkles of two hundred criminals , and found them very 

marked , especially the zygomatic wrinkle , or •wrinkle of 

vice . •As to t he eyes , it is claimed that the dark iris 

predominates,and that strabismus,and according to some ~ 

color blindness are common. The hair is abundant,grayness 

comes late~ and baldness is rare . Red haired criminals 

are rarely to be found . A scarcity of beard has also 

been noted,and McDonald says that this has been remarked 

by the people generally,as evidenced by such sayings as : 

11 God preserve me from the man without a beard , • 

Another atavistic anomaly , according i,o Lombroso, is 

long arms like t hose of t he chimpanzee . Othe r skeletal 

anomalies are addi t ional ribs and vertebrae,and fusion 

of the sacral and cervical vertebrae . The hands of mur

derers are found to be short and thick ,while those of 

thieves are long and slender . If criminals form an an

thropological type, this 'Vould be expected from the oper

ation of the law of natural selection. 

Lombroso and others have noted numerous pathologi

cal anomalies . 1¥hatever the cause, the criminal is usually 

"reak rather than strong and vigorous physically. Benedikt 
~ 

11 he is always diseased in body or mind. Dr . Wey , physician 

at the Elmira reformat ory,says : 1 As for myself,as I study 
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the delinquent physically,and note his crude or exagger

ated mental processes, the wonder is not why more are not 

adjusted to society,but that the number impressed for 

the better is as great as it iso'In fifty cases Fleisch 

found fatal affection of the heart in ten,and the liver 

normal in but sixo 

As might be expectetl,if the atavistic hy~thesis is 

true, the sight and hearing of criminals are found to be 

very acute,while the ot her senses are defective.This il

lus trate s at once atavism and the operation of the 

great law of natural selection.Lombros.o and Marro found 

general sensibility one-sixth and sensibility to pain 

two-fifths less than normal. Some cases of analgesia 

me.ntioned by Lombroso,are remarkable. A prisoner at Tu

rin fell several yards,and got up and went about as if 

nothing had happenedoHe tells of a woman who performed 

the Caesarian operation upon herself with a kitchen 

knife and recovered.Among prostitutes he found twenty

eight per cent completely insensible to pain.One r efused 

ether a..nd :requested to be placed so that she could wit

ness the amputation of her leg,which she did with great 

interest. It is almost needless to say that in ~his Lom

broso finds another pr oof of atavismo 



Criminals have an abnormal,and in many cases a per

verted sexual appetite , The sight of blood stimulates the 

sexual passions,and the mutilations so common in rape 

seem to have been to stimulate sexual excitement . This 

impulse,again,is atavistic in or igin. In the life of prim

itive man bloody scenes preceded the ravishment of the 

women of the conquered .Dr. von Holder has noted the fre

quency of genital malformations among the criminal pop

ulation0 
sJ..-t 

So fa1· has the Italian,,gone in the search for anom-

alies that Dr. Ottolenghi claims to have found thsm in 

the urine of criminals , there being a diminution of urea 

and an augmentation of phosphates o Many of the secretions 
s~ 

were found to be perverted . In fact , if the Italian~is 

correct , there is not much about the criminal that is 

normal .Even the influence of the weather has been noticed. 

Twenty-nine of one hundred and twelve criminals were 

found to be quarrelsome before ~, . thunder storm. This comes 

very near carrying scientific investigatio~ t o the verge 

of the ridiculous .Even if any conclusion could be drawn 

from these figures as to criminals,i t does not appear 

what is the effect of meteorological conditions on nor

mal persons . 
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Intellectually the cr iminal is generally defective, 

but it does not follow that t here is a direct relation 

between ignorace and cr ime . The popular conception is 

that ignorance is a predisposing cause of crime, but ac

cording to Lombroso,education cannot change the born 

criminal into an honest mano He is ignorant rather be

cause he is a criminal than a criminal because he is ig

noraht o r,riminals are very averse to mental effort~ have 

little power of concentration,a defective memory,and al

most no representative imagination. 

Emotionally the criminal is stolid or volatile , Some 

laugh or weep or fly into a passion with slight provoca

tion,while others are stoically indifferent t o all that 

passes on about them. Volatility may be due in some ca

ses to epileptic affectation . Indeed,Lombroso finds in 

epilepticsall the characters of the cr iminal born,and, 

with Ferri , believes that all heinous crimes for which no 

mot ive can be found are to be thus explaineda 

A fundamental psychical abnormality of criminals is 

improvidence or want of foresight oThis may operate in 

two ways as a cause of crime;by reducing the criminal to 

necessity,and by the utter failure on his part to foresee 

and 1veigh the consequences of his acts , Lack of foresight 



largely accounts for the apparently strangephonomenon 

that the most severe penalties do not prevent crime;the 

criminal does not take the punishment into account or, if 

he does consider it at all,he expects t o escape it.He is 

unstable in his resolves,vacillating in his purposes, 

changeable in his sentiments,and deficient in will powero 

The criminal is excessively vain,and this partially 

accounts for his fondness of tatooing. He is proud of his 

physical strehgth and appearance,and especially vain of 

his criminality. One,after killing a whole family,rejoi

ced that the whole city was thinking of him.It is this 

vanity that in many cases accounts for the apparent in

difference with which the. cr iminal meets death.A common 

cause of crime is the desire to " cut a figure.'There is 

a sort of aristocracy of crime,and the most hardened of

fenders look with contempt upon the petty criminal.The 

excessive vanity of criminal§> is an antecedent of their 

·love of vengeance. 

Lying is congenial to the criminal,and Dr.Wey thinks 

this the basis of all criminality .Moral considerations 

arA something that the c iminal fails to appreciate.To 

him the law is purely arbitrary, a mere invention to inter

fore with his rights. So greatly are his moral sensibil

ities blunted that Dr.Despine proposed the theory of 



moral insanity , and Lombroso has attempted to graft it 

upon his own. Despine says : ' I acquired the certainty 

that those who premeditate and corrunit crime never exper

i ence moral remorse o' A murderer lamented on dy ing that, 

having ki l l ed ninet,y-nine pers0ns ,h" had not. madr; it. an 

'?V''.n ~"'~Undrc:rl . Another said:• I kill a man just as I drink 

a glass of wine o' 

In this connection may be mentioned t he fact that 

about fifty per cent of criminals do not blush when re

proached with thei r crime . Lombroso considers this a 

physical anomaly,due to an affection of the vase-motor 

system,but i t seems more probable t hat i t is due to moral 

insensibility . 

It might be concluded from the lack of moral sen

timent that t he religious sentiment would also be wanting, 

but such is not the case o Lombroso found t hat about sixty 

per cent of assassins frequent the church,and the same 

is true of violators o Ferri,among two hundred criminals , 

found but one atheist . Criminals often pray f or the suc

cess of their plans . 'l'he wife of Parency ,while her hus

band was murdering an old man addressed prayers to God 

that all might go well.Pompilia Zambeccari vowed a candle 

to the Madonna,if she succeeded in poisoning her husband 0 
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The religious instincts of criminals are supersti

titious . Gasparoni , a noted murderer , boasted that he had 

never killed a man on Friday oThe sent iment may more prop

erly be called religiosity than religiono 

In the physical and psychical peculiarities already 

enumerated Lombroso finds satisfactory proof of atavism; 

that is,a reversion to t he primitive or savage type . The 

criminal is a survival of a type ·which existed when crime 

was the r ule and not the exception. The criminal is ded

cated to crime by his organization;he can be recognized 

by certain anatomical and physiological signs which re

call the primitive man and the savage . The theory is un

doubtedly founded on a hypothesis of Darwin,which bombroso 

believes now to be a demonstrated truth. The great nat

uralist says:• In the human species it is possible that 

the bad dispositions which occasionally , and without as

signable cause,reappear in families , are perhaps returns 

toward a savage state,from which we are not separated by 

a great number of generati ons . Lombroso carries his the

ory so far that he not only recognizes resemblances to 

the primitive and savage man,but claims to have discov

ered certain simian and other animal characteristics . 

Crime,he says , exists among animals,yes,he even finds 
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traces of it among plants,as in the case of the 1 fly

catcher.1'l'his can hardly, however,I think,be callea an 

example of crime. 

Certain animals have been known to eat their 

young,and wolves sometimes eat each other. Among horses 

and monkeys,some are swindlers,and even the proverbially 

innocent dove has been convicted of downright meanness. 

But the human species exceeds all others in criminality; 

"among savages crime was the rule,• and 'the criminal is 

worse than the savage.• If the savage excesds the beast 

in criminality,and the criminal is worse than the savage, 

then we have among us a type which is continually growing 

worse,though the general tendency of the race is upward. 

Our instinctive fear of the criminal,say the anthro

pologists of this school,is the result of natural selec

tiono It is a remnant of the sensations experienced by 

our ancestors when "lickedness was th e rule,just as the 

house bird is terrified at the sight of a hawk,though 

perfectly free from danger. 

If the atavistic hypothesis be true~we should expect 

to find strong criminal traits in children. It is a famil

iar fact that if many embryonic forms should cease to 

develope,they would become monstrosities. The human em-
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bryo , for instance,seems to live over the who]e history 

of animal evolution. At an early period it, is provided 

with e;ill slits,and at the fourth week it is almost iden-

tical wi t h that of the dog. Similarly,the child has many 

of the traits of the savage or primitive man,and in him 

is lived over the history of the race . Consequently,on 

t he atavisti~ hypothesis,we shall expect him to exhibit 

many criminal traits , and this Lombroso and his school 

find to be t he case . He says:• In a child., up to a certain 

age , are manifested the saddest tendencies of criminal man. 

The ge:rms of delinquency and criminality are found nor

~a]ly , even in the first periods of life . •Anger is fre

quent and precocious. 'rhe moral sense is wanting;the 

child tells lies for fun. He is jealous, vain., selfish,and 

excessively cruel . • Cet age est sans pi tie,• said La Fon

taine . He breaks things with delight , and steals without 

compunction. Obscene tendencies are manifest at the age 

of three or four . He is cowardly , lazy, and improvident , and, 

like the criminal , is completely wanting in foresight , 

Woman, too, presents a greater analogy to the primi

t ive races than man, hence we may look again for stronger 

criminal traits., and again Lombroso justifies his hypoth-

08is . As a matter of fact a small proportion of prison 
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inmates are females,so a further explanation must be 

sought.There are several more or less effective causes a 

First,,female offenders are more leniently dealt with,and 

not so likely to receive severe penalties 0 Again,they are 

surrounded by different influences.Maternity and home 

life are strong deterrents from crime.Few mothers become 

criminals. Finally,Lombroso adds prostitutes to the list 

of female offenders,and says this is the characteristic 

retrogression among women . The primitive woman was impure 

rather than criminal. Vl/hile 1 then,there are fewer female 

than male cr irninals,it is due to intervening causes ;woman 

is more predisposed to crime by her organization than mano 

Once started in crime,she is more likely to become a re

cidivist,and completely surpasses man in t he enormity of 

her crime.She is more given to premeditation and vengeance 

Her victim must not only die,but he must die hard;and she 

delights in his agonyoShe is the worst of all degenerateso 

One author quotes Euripides:" The violence of ocean wave 

or of devouring flame is terrible, terrible also is pov

erty,but woman is more terrible than all else ." Woman is 

more insensible to pain than man;it is well known that 

she endures surgical operations with greater fortitude . 

~he primitive woman was very virile,and atavism is mani-
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fasted in th0 criminal voman by a masculine voice and 

h nd·vritinp,and masculinity in general . 

H'urther proof of atavism is found in the practice 

of tatooing,which is so common amonv sr. vage races,and 

obtains to so large an extent among criminals.Perhaps 

forty per cent of male criminals are tatooed,in some ca

ses the body being completely covered with it..'I'here is 

a strange contrast of evil passions and high sentiment, 

a minglinf" of self-condemnatory phrases and obscene 

vaunting of crime . 'I'he practice is probably la gel y due 

o vanity • Said one:• It is for us thieves what the 

black dress coat and decorated vest are to society.'An

other remarked that when they visited p os itutes who saw 

their tatooing,thoy were over-Nhelmed with presents. Lorr:

broso remarks! If that is not atavism,it does not exist 

in science.• 'I'h~ pr ctice is certainly not the result of 

natural selection in recent times ;fo· marks on the body 

ar a hindrance rather than an ~iu to criminals,except 

so far as they serve to admi ,them to the confidence of 

other crimin~ls. It serves as a means of identification, 

and this certainly is no aid . rt is claimed that the prac

tice is another proof o: insensibility to pain. 'I'he ata

vis ic character of tatooing,however,is not so clear a8 



Lombroso seems to think. Among savages the practice was 

not only for ornamentation,but as a means of recognition 

between families and clans. The motives and objects in 

the two cases are not identicalo 

The criminal e.nthropologists also seek to explain 

the existence of a criminal language 1 or argot, by the same 

theoryo Criminals have a speech of their own,which often 

requires translation t o render it intelligible.Hugo calls 

it'the idiom of corruption.• It is claimed that it is 

analogous to the primitive languages,and the frequency 

of onomatopoeia gives some color to the theory.A watch is 

called a 'tick:a pistol a •tuff,'etc.Describing an object 

by one of its attributes is common alike to the savage, 

the child,and the criminal. A purse is called" a leather," 

a handkerchief" a wipe ,•and a pair of boots " a pair of 

kicks.'To" spiel" is to make a speech, to" rubber neck' 

is to listen or to gaze about,while to " do a hot foot• 

is to, take to flight.Argot has no syntax,and there is lit

tle distinction of tenses. It is amazingly rich in syno

nyms, there being,for instance, seven names for pocket~ 

thirty-six for money,and seventy two for getting drunkQ 

Argot cannot be accounted for by atavism 0 It is not 

a language by itself; it is simply a debasal of the parent 
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tongue;there is no evidence that it is a universal crim

inal language. In each country it is an adaptation of the 

language of that country; it is a language within a lan

guage . It could not have been developed under the influ

ence of natural selectionas an aid to the criminal,because 

to use it is to invite suspicion,as the police are more 

or les s familiar with it ..'l'he criminal does not create a 

language . An instance of artificiality and adaptation is 

found in " thieves ' Latin.!in which the first letter of 

each syllable is dropped and added at the end, and addi

t,iomd 1 ott_,ers a.t t..he end of the word for further d.is-

isui sa . 'rhore is certainly no atavism in this, 

Several explanations have been offered, that of Dr. 

Laurent being most plausible. persons engaged in any 

tradeform a species of dialect and a phraseolo,gy peculiar 

ly their ownoCriminals,perhaps as much from sheer lazi

ness as much as anything else , have carried this to an 

extreme . 

rrhe Italian school has always been strenuously op

pos rd by the French criminologists;such as, 'ropinard, 

Fere ,Manouvrier, fnd Proal , and has been subject to much 

adverse criticism from other quarters . One of the great

est German neurologists said that Lombroso himself was 
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undoubtedly a degenerate . A Russian dele8ate to the Con

gress at Rome in 1885 said there was no such thing as 

Criminal Anthropology 0 

I have already adverted to some objections to Lom

broso' s hypothesis. In a brief review I wish to call at

tention to a few others oF'irst as to the skull:Lombroso 

found asymmetry,small cranial capacity, and a median occip

ital fossa,and that most c~iminals are brachycephalous~ 

as,he claims,were the primitive races oHe made much of the 

skull of Charlotte Corday,but Topinard said it presented 

the normal characteristics of the female skull , and that 

asymmetry is common among others than criminals,and that 

it is a superior trait,instead of a sign of degeneracy. 

Says Fere:• Il n'y a pas de cerveau que soit exactement 

symmetrique o'Manouvrier pronounced these skull measure

ments but a recitation of the exploded doctrine of phre

nology,and Benedikt,who himself claims to have noted a

nomalies in the criminal brain, said that all these crani

ometric methods partook more of dilettanteism than of 

scientific rigor.As to the median occipital fossa,it is 

not uncommon among others than criminals,and Dr. Moles

chott thirik.s it a sign of muscular vigor. Ben8dikt said 

it might as easily be an indication of a predisposition 



to hemmorrhoids as to criminality . 'l'here is great dispute 

as to cranial capacity even among the Italian school/ 

Manouvrier and Hoeger,from an examination of the brains 

of sixty-one beheaded criminals,finding it fourteen C oC o 

above normal . Moreover,no definite conclusion can ·be 

drawn from the weight of the brain.Webster's brain weigh

ed but 53 ,5 oz,,below normal,while Gambetta's was the 

size of that of a microcephalic idiot. Quatrefages says 

that primitive races were dolicocephalic rather than 

brachycephalic, and that the latter were the peaceful 

races 0 Says Fere:• La valeur de la brachycephalie et de 

la dolicocephalie n'a donne lieu qu'a des contestations.• 

Of the color of the hair Proal pertinently remar ks 

that red hair would naturally not be very common among 

Italian criminals,and that lack of grayness and baldness 

are due to youth. A great number of criminals range in age 

from sixteen to twenty-five years ,while the maximum of 

criminality is from twenty-six to thirty o 

With r eference to the female cr iminal type the same 
" I author satirically remarks: Ce pretendu type de la femme 

criminelle tire de l'abondance et de la coleur des chev

eux est vraiment tire' par les cheveux et de pure fantai

sie . • If the criminal is to be recognized by his ears, 
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he says , t!rn work of the police will be much simplified; 

in laying hold on the criminal they can say , " 'reneo 

lupum auribus . 'Lombroso found large canine teeth among 

four per cent of criminals . As M.Proal remarks , a more 

frequent developement may be awaited 0 

The hands and feet of murderers are said. to be short 

and thick, those of thieves long and slim. 'rhese ,however, 

are not distinct classes . Criminals often commence by 

robbing and end by killing;they pass with the greatest 

facility from one form of crime to anothero 

Very delicate eyesight is attributed to the criminal 

and at the same time it is said that strabismus t:!Ild color 

blindness are common. This is at least an apparent incon

sistency. 

Criminals are undoubtedly more insensible to pain as 

a rule than non-criminals . but this may be due to their 

manner of life 0 Hardships , to which most of them have be

come accustomed, may have rendered them insensible Qif the 

criminal is pale,is afflicted with heart disease,stomach 

and liver trouble, and the like,it may be due to the ef

fect of prison life , 

His mental inferiority, emotional instability, and 

improvidence and want of foresight are not necessarily 
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atavistic .Whether born with criminal tendencies or not, 

these characteristics would tend to drive him into crime~ 

because of his inability to compete with his fellows. 

Nor has the small number of female offenders been 

fully accounted for by the atavistic hypothesis,as woman 

is conceded to approach more nearly to the primitive type 

than man.Lombroso seeks to avoid the difficulty by adding 

prostitutes,b ~t with as good reason vagabonds and va

grants could be added to the male criminal class.Even 

with the addition of prostitutes there is a great dispro

portion hardly accounted for by the other causes mention

ed.Lombroso considers prostitution the characteristic 

form of retrogression among females,and f i nds criminal 

and atavistic characteristics more marked in prostitutes 

than in other female offenders. Primitive woman,he says~ 

was rarely a murderess,but always a prostituteoThis is 

a doubtful statement.There is reason to believe that the 

primitive woman was as cruel as the man or more so.At the 

Custer massacre the Sioux women went over the field with 

stones tied in stockings and brained the wounded.If she 
~ 

was rarely a murderess,it was probablyAto her statusand 

lack of strength. Prostitution,as such,is almost unknown 

among those races that have not come in contect with 
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more advanced races;it has grown with civilization. If 

by prostitution he means promiscuity among the sexes, 

there is yet room for dispute. McClennan,indeed,believes 

promiscuity to have been the rule,but Westennarck,in his 

•History of Human Marriage • offers strong evidence that 

such was not the case. Marriage relations among primitive 

races were undoubtedly transient,but it is not certain t ha.t 

promiscuity:the rule.If virility is proof of atavism, the 

antiquity of the modern woman is demonstrated.The Italian 

has taken a short cut to fame by speaking so disparaging

l y of woman. 

It may well be disputed, too, that children are so 

degenerate by nature. They do have some sense of right 

.. ,. and justice,and often show the tenderest sympathy.Their 

cruelty seems to be due to thoughtlessness . 

If it be found that physical and psychical anomalies 

are moro frequent among criminals than others,may not the 

connection ~ be one of correlation rather than of 

causality?These anomalies may be due to accident of birth, 

and have a tendency to drive such persons into crime,and 

the greater frequency be thus accounted for.Others are 

undoubtedly due to a career of crimeoA distinction is to 

be made between degeneration and atavismoThe physically 



or othervv'ise anomalous person is less fitted to fight the 

battle of life . His appearance does not inspire confidenc~ 

and his unfortunate mental constitution loses him friendso 

He is more likely to meet with rebuff , and an anti-social 

feeling is thus developedQShakspeare's Richard 111 ., afte.r 

descanting upon his deformities,declares : • And therefore 

since I cannot prove a lover, to entertain these fair 

well-spoken days,! am determined to prove a villian: 

Bacon says:• Deformed persons are commonly even with na

ture;for as nature hath done ill by them, so they do ill 

by nature,being for the most part(as the Scripture saith) 

void of natural affection,and so they have their revenge 

of nature . ***It is good to consider of deformity not as 

a sign(which is more deceivable)but as a cause which sel

dom faileth of effect . " 

M.Bertillon, than whom no one has had a wider exper

ience in anthropometry, inclines to this view. He says:• r 

do not feel convinced that it is lack of symmetry in the 

visage , or the size of the orbit,or the shape of the jaw , 

which makes a man an evil doer. A certain characteristic 

may incapacitate him from fulfilling his duties,and he 

becomes a criminal because he is downQLombroso might say, 

for example , that since there is a spot on the eye of most 



criminals,therefore the spot on the eye indicates a ten

dency to crime . Not at all.The spot is a sign of defect

ive vision,and the man who does not see well is a poorer 

worlonan. He was prevented from having an equal chance . 

The same thing is true of other so-called criminal signs . 

One needs to exercise great discretion in making anthro

pological deductions.• 

Some have gone so far as to say that criminal ten

dencies are not inhertable,that vice and virtue are not 
/\ 

hereditary 0 It would be very easy,indeed,to point, out de-

praved children of p ious parents ,and highly moral chil

dren of vicious parents,but that is scarcely sufficient 

to prove the contention.'I'here are other causes than he

redity which operate to produce the criminal,and the so

ciological causes are most effective . Man is a product 

of two factors;heredity and environment. The causes of 

crime are so complex that it is a mistake to look for the 

whole explanation in any one 'i_ irectiono The Jukes family 

offer a remarkable instance of hereditary criminal ten

dencies,yet it is not to be concluded that it was all due 

to heredity. Children of criminal parents are thrown into 

the worst environmcnt,and crime is fairly bred into them. 

Lacassagne observes:• The social environment is the cul-
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tivation medium of criminalit.y . The criminal is a microbe , 

an element that only be comes important when it finds the 

medium which causes it to ferment;every society has the 

criminals it deserves • • • It is generally conceded that 

mental qualities are to a certain extent inheritable ,and 

there seems no good reason for denying that the same is 

true of criminal characters,but these are not the only 

cause of crime .The fact that criminal tendencies are to 

some extent hereditary does not prove the existence of 

a criminal type;for there are other causes continually 

intervoning,which may strengthen the inherited tendency 

or counteract it . 
Much confusion has arisen from a lack of a clear 

comprehension of what is a crime and what is a criminal 

type .A crime may be defined as a violation of law--but 

what law? F,vidently not every violation of the moral law 

is a crime, though it may be very reprehensible . The ordi

nary legal definition of a crime is that it is ~ a viola

tion of law punishable by an action in the name of the 

state.~It will at once be seen that this definition is 

arbitrary . 1'hat is a crime ·.,rhich is made a crime by pos

itive law, irrespective of its moral character . Ordinarily, 

to be sure,a crime involves moral turpitude,but an act 

may be simply malum prohibitum,not malum per se . A crim-

I 



inal act may in fact be less immoral than some other act 

that is not punishable by the state .Again,many acts are 

good or bad according to the surroundings. The criminal 

of to-day may be the hero of to-mor>rowoJohn "Rrown is not 

regarded in the same light now that he was when he made 

his raid on Harper 's Ferry. Some have contended that 

Charlotte Corday,of whose skull Lombroso made so much, 

was more patriot than criminal o 

It becomes necessary,then,to inquire what is to be 

regarded as a crime;what is the typical criminal offense,

or offenses,if more than one? Is it murder o r theft or 

both?If more , what is to be included~Jt is claimed by sorre 

that the criminal anthropologists have picked out only 

the worst specimens as constituting a type , and that a 

majority of criminals would pass muster in appearance if 

well dressed,Evidently it is not proper to choose only 

the worst specimens for study,nor,on the other hand,can 

every prison inmate be regarded as a criminalby nature . 

~he question has been partially answered by Ferri's 

classification,which has beAn accepted by Lombroso,thou§l. 

it deprived his own theory of half its scope . 

He divides criminals into five classes(l)criminal 

madmen(2) born criminals(3) criminals by contracted hab-
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its (4) occasional criminals (5) criminals of passion. 

I t is now conceded that the last three classes do not 

belong to the criminal type o Ferri says : ' The data of 

criminal anthror ology are t o be confined to certain num

bers who may be called congenital , incorrigible , and habit

ual criminals . • But how are these individuals to be 

known7 by the fact that they present certain anomalies ? 

I t would seem as if recidivism were the only fair test 

of habitual criminality . But how many times must an in

dividual relapse into crime before he may be considered 

an habitual criminal? It does not appear that the crim

inal anthropologists have followed any definite or uni

form plan as to what persons are to be studied as be

longing to a type . rhere are some difficulties in the na

ture of the case , but these might be partially eli!Ilinated 

by reaching some agreement as to what is a crime and who 

is a criminal. 

Again, if there is a criminal type ,by what marks is it 

to be known?Goethe defines a t ype as an abstract of a 

general image . Lombroso says it is an ensemble of traits, 

a point about which nature plays with some deviations 

and oscillations .• No doubt ,' says he , 'if the acceptance 

of the idea of type is carried out to its complete univer-



sality,it cannot be accepted, but it is necessary to re

ceive this idea with the same reserve Nith which one ap

preciates average statistics . " His idea seems to be that 

perhaps no single individual presents all t he anomalies 

which he mentions as characteristic , but that these pecu

liarit ies are much more common among criminals t han oth

ers ; that though there may be some deviat ions , the crimi

nal approaches to an abstract image of a type . Garofalo 

says there is a criminal type because in that class the 

percentage of anomalies is much greater than in any oth-

er. 

But in order to constitute a type there must be 

something more than an ense~ble of personal traits and 

peculiarities which might be induced by habits of life . 

Sp3cific exertions leave their impress . In many cases it 

is possible to r ecognize a doctor or lawyer as such,but 

ttis does imply that these professions constitute types o 

Nor does the greater prevalence of physical anomalies 

prove the existence of such a type . Some of these are 

the result of a criminal career, and in other cases it is 

as fair t o conclude that the individual is a crimine.l 

because he possessesthe characteristics as that he poss

esses the characteristics because he is a criminal borno 



A type can scarcely be said to exist unless there 
~ 

is a strong tendency to reproduce itself. Lqbroso says 

that such is the case,and finds that it does so in forty 

per cent of criminal offspring. Tf it were found on most 

careful investigation that forty per cent of the children 

of criminals are also criminals,we should scarcely be 

justified in concluding that the type tends to reproduce 

itself in that ratio.Children of delinquents are thrown 

into a bad environment, very conducive to crime.Placed 

from the first under good training a large percentage of 

them would never become criminals .But accepting Lombroso 

figures as entirely trustworty,can a type be said to ex

ist which in a majority of cases does not reproduce it

self? ~he test of precision will be the ability to re

cognize the criminal without reference to the crime.and 

the agreement or disagreement in results . Judged by this 

test-the type has not been proved t o exist . It is impossi

ble to pick out tthe criminal with any degree of certain

ty from the general population without some knowledge 

of the person himself .Von B~lder said that out of 1022 

photographs the crimin8ls could not be distinguished 

with any degree of precision .Lombroso,indeed,has been 

able to recognize the criminal type in Crispi and in the 



leaders of the 'rammany ring , but he may have been influ

enced in his decision by some knowledge of facts . 

There is a criminal element,but the existence of a crim

inal type has not been satisfactorily demonstrated; the 

ranks of criminals are recruited from all sorts and con

ditions of men . 

~inally ,what is the practical bearing of the ques

tion?It is very serious . If the Italian school is cor--rect , our whole system of penology has proceeded on a 

false Etssumpti on. We have hel:i the criminal to moral ac

countability Ne have attributed to him free wi ll, and the 

ability to reform . 'rhe Italian school says he can be 

nothing else t han a criminal,and is completely inca

pable of reformation. This statement , of course,applies 

only to habitual criminals .With reference to this class 

we are to lay aside all notions of free vill and moral 

responsibility. Criminality,being the result of a cere

bral defect or a physical anomaly , the born criminal is 

dedicated to a life of crime , and there is no hope of re

formation. How can science modify the shape of the head? 

Has physiology found any way to change a born criminal 

into an honest man? Vhat can religious instruction and 

exhortation do to modify the physical organism. Nothing. 

This being true , the system of punishment must be radi-
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cally changed .Retaliation must be abandoned;the punish

ment must be fitted to the criminal ,not the crime , and 

the recidivist must be eliminated from society .Punish

ment is not to be an expiation of guilt ,because without 

moral accountability there is no guilt . The only true 

basis of punishment is the protection of society . ~he 

tendency of the author of the crime must be considered, 

and if he is a criminal born,he must be disposed of , thoug 

his offense may be t~ivial . If a tiger were loose in the 

streets , we should not wait to ask whether he were guil

ty . Crimir.als are but beasts with human faces . If , as 

claimed by some , sordety is an organism, it naturally r e

acts against crinieand eliminates the criminal . At any 

rate , the protectJiofof society demands that the criminal 

be eliminated. His line of descent must be broken. 'l'his 

i s nature ' s way ; it is the ringing lesson of natural se

i ectionThose who follow the I talian school agree that 

the criminal must be gotten rid of ,but there is some 

disagreement as to methods . The penalty of death,being 

most efficacious~as all the preference . Society is not 

to puni sh ,but tt eliminate dangerous persons . 'l'he death 

penal ty ·ri l l be the means of purifying society . 'l'he scaf

fo l d is to become an instrument of artificial selection. 

The mo st powerful and eloquent preacher is the noose . 
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Some , while approving this reasoning, are staf.,gered with 

the thou~ht of putting it into execution. Ferri , for in

stance , thinks thinks t)hat society ;,vould not at present 

permit it to be done , as to be effective as a means of 

selection it woui require thewhr lesale destruction of 

criminals, yet he thinks the action would be justifiable 

as a means of protectionoOther methods proposed are 

transportation, perpetual imprisonment , or that criminals 

be required to work in those callings which are inimical 

to life , as in mines. If someone must df',5+ i , ,J"+,+,,., ... 

the criminal thanthe honest manoin any case it is the 
; 

good of society that is to be sought no matter what the 

result to the criminal. Nature made him so , and nature 

is responsible forhim , and nature ' s way is to eliminate 

him. Carlyle nearly expresses the idea of the criminal 

anthropologists in the following powerful lanpuage :" If 

you love your thief or murderer,if Nature and Eternal 

F'1ct. love him, then do as you are nov doing. But if Nat ure 

and Fact do not love him? If they have set inexorabl e 

penal ties upon him~d planted natural wrath against him 

in every God-created human heart , then I advise you,cease 

and change your hand. ' 

1.1he acceptance of the theory of the Italian school 

involves very serious consequences . As soon as it is 
8 o2. 



discovered that a man belongs to the criminal class he 

is to be completely and finally removed from society _ 

There is no use to turn him loose after he has served 

a certain time,only to be sent back again aft.er having 

done some serious damage to society . He will certainly 

do it;he cannot help it . 

Carried to its logical conclusion,why not antici

pate the act,and if the criminal is so easily to be re

cop;nized by certain traits,rmnove him before the act has 

been committed? Dr.Despine has actually advocated this 

step . If the theory is correct,vhy not cr ush the viper 

before ho has bitten? 

The first difficulty ,however, in the attempt to 

eliminate the criminal for minor offenses is the iden

tification of him with certaint y. There is to be no guess 

work about this . Human life is too important to be made 

use of for experiment . The advocates of this plan are so 

well satisfied witl1 their methods that they claim to be 

able to indent ify the criminal born,but they will be re

quired to furnish more -conclusive results before courts 

and legislators will be ready to apply the proposed rem

edy , and put a man to death or condemn him to exile or 

l ife imprisonment because he ~ like a criminal oSays 
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Dr. Wey : " He is a ski l led diagnostician in moral disease 

who can draw a sharply defined line between corrigibility 

and incorrigibility , " 

Moreover , it assumes the utter absence of power to 

choose the right . It makes the conclusive presumption 

that reform is impossible .It says in effect that even 

Divine grace would be unable to save the criminal from 

crime . Whatever the cause , it is unquestionable that re

ligious teaching and exhortation have ~een known to 

reform the,criminal,and others have been reformed by 

other means . 'I'he results at Elmira offer sufficient 
. f' proo"- o 

It is undoubtedl y true that the criminals pow

er to choose between right and wrong is usually weak , 

and we have probably held him too . fully responsible 

for his acts .It is true also that the confirmed cri~inal 

is very difficult to reform,and perhaps we have been too 

sanguine of our ability to do so Q'l'here is truth t oo in 

the contention that the habitual criminal should: 

ilOt be turned · loose again upon society when it. is known 

that he is not reformed, In calling our attention to 

these facts the study has been valuable . 

'I'he practical application of the theory would re-
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quire the reconstitution of the courts . The question 

would not be so much ·what the prisoner has done as what 

he is capable of doing. The court must be converted into 

a medical cl inic . Judges must be both anthropologists 

and jurists or experts must be connected with every crim ~ 

inal court . If practicable it would no doubt expedite 

justice . As M.Proal remark.,, +1-ie judge could say : 11 Inde

psndamment des charges qu~ pese sur vous,j 'observe sur 

votre visage et votre personne des signes de criminalite; 

vous etes dolicocephale,vous avez des dents tres longues 

1 ' oeil sinistre ,la mandibule forte ,l es bras aussi longs 

que ceux d ' un chimpanzee : eiridemment vous etes coupable ,• 

Nevertheless , as already intimated the study has 

been productive of valuable results . It has reemphasized. 

the fact .which we already knew , that severe penalties 

alone are not sufficient to stamp out crime . It has call

attention t o t he necessity of the study of the criminal 
~ 

as well as the crime . The cause of crime must be sought, 

and not content ourselves with simpl y punishing the crim 

inal with the idea that we shall thus get rid of crime . 

Some of the causes of crime are to be found in the crim

inal himself. Judges are now given a considerable range 

of discretion between maximum and minimun penalties,and 

' 



if they were better stu_dents of criminal nature , ~hey 

would be able to exercise this discretion more w~sely o 

An indeterminte sentence. is being urgent ly asked, to ob

viate the necessity of releasing the criminal who is 

known not to be reformed. This,of course,is not an appli

cation of Lombroso's theory;for he does not· think reform

ation possible,but it results from a study of .the crim

ini:J) rather than the crime . Finally, the value of anthro

pomet ry as a means of identification has been demonstra-

tod o 

More valuable results may be expected when (the meth

od8 of observation shall have been improved . Lombroso is 

hasty in his generalizations . From t he study of a compar

it.ively few individuals,he draws general conclusions . 

This is evidently unsafe~no matter how careful the inves

tigations . No general rule can be ~rawn from the study of 

a dozen or even a hundred persons .Many of the observers 

are not skilled,and there is great lack of harmony in 

results . Then there has been no extensive study of the 

non-criminal .population to serve as a background for 

comparison.Cranial asymmet r-y ,for example , is not rare 

amon.g others than criminals; it may be as common among 

honest people as among delinquents QComparisons must be 



by groups,not of isolated phenomena. 

rr'here are difficulties which exist in the nature of 

the individuals studied. rr'he criminal is often too igno

rant to answer intelligently,or he is suspicious of the 

use that is to be made of the information gained .1'hen he 

is so given to lying that he finds a certain satisfac

tion in deception.In many cases he is too lazy to make 

the effort that is necessary to make an intelligent and 

truthful answer . He must not simply be visited, measured, 

and questioned;he must be known intimately and his con

fidence gained so that his whole inner life and habits 

of thought may be discovered.Unfortunately those who have 

the best opportunity to study him are not scientific ob

servers . Psychical characters are important . As Dr. Von 

H~lder observes:;physical degeneration indicates only a 

tendency to psychical degeneration. 

Many hindrances are yet to be overcome,and more 

scientific methods necessary . 1'he science,if it is such, 

is yet in its pommical stage oWhether or not the Italian 

school ever succeeds in establishing its hypothesis,it 

has contributed valuable service in directing attention 

to the study of criminals . 



Much has been written on the subject of criminal 

anthropology ,but comparatively little in English. There 

are seven journals devoted exclusively to its interests . 

A brief bibliography is appended . For an exhaustive bib

liography of the whole subject of crime,se McDonald ' s 

"Abnormal Man" or his 11 Crimonology . 11 
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